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N E W  M U S I C  T H E A T E R
O N  T H E  T O P I C  O F  G R I E F  &  C H I L D  L O S S

 
F O R  3  S I N G E R S ,  1  C H I L D  &  C H A M B E R  O R C H E S T R A



60 Minutes 
incl. 10 location-specific minutes
plus 15-minutes pre-show video installation

DURATION

Rita, Soprano
Rat-Wife, Mezzo-Soprano
Alfred, Baritone
Eyolf, a child
Chamber orchestra (36 musicians)

CAST

 GREAT OPEN EYES

ABOUT  THE  WORK

Great Open Eyes tells the story of the Allmers, Rita and Alfred, who
lost their son Eyolf to drowning. Using the fictional characters of
Ibsen's Little Eyolf and combining it with local interviews, this new
music theater opens a dialogue around grief and child loss in an
immersive world. Eyolf's last encounter with the Rat-wife, a mystical
character that saves the unwanted, becomes a reflective metaphor
for the parents' unraveling grief process. Their emotional worlds
surface in an episodic structure around this dream vision. Their
world reveal denial, anger, helplessness, bargaining, guilt,
premonitions, and repressed emotions, leading to an emancipation
of the child.

Men are heartless. They take no thought
– whether for the living or for the dead.

Life goes its own way – just as if nothing had happened.
And nothing has happened, either. Only to us two.*

"Great Open Eyes impressed the jury as
a strong and exciting project!"

- Fondazione Haydn

   MANUEL ZWERGER
PENDA DIOUF

CARMEN C. KRUSE
VALENTIN MATTKA

ULF BRAUNER

COMPOSITION        
LIBRETTO
STAGE DIRECTION
SET DESIGN
COSTUME DESIGN 

*Excerpt from Ibsen's Little Eyolf



ABOUT  THE  WORLD

In an intimate concentric space, inspired by the haunting eyes
of Little Eyolf, the audience encounters the parents grief. In the
center of the wooden structure is an earth-filled pool, from
which Eyolf and the Rat-Wife emerge and descend. Surrounding
the stage are orchestra and audience. They build an integrated
part of the scene and soundscape with optical and acoustic
impulses that the parents cannot escape. On this narrow path
and three catwalks into nowhere, Rita and Alfred work through
grief between self-reflection and trauma, and the expectations
of the outside world. A mirror hovers above their heads,
distortedly merging all levels.

ABOUT  THE  PROCESS

Great Open Eyes seeks to be developed and performed in collaboration
with communities and their opera institutions. The process begins
with interviewing locals through partnerships with organizations like
the church or independent grief council groups. Collective experiences
are drawn from the recorded interviews and flow into the libretto.
They also build the base of the 15-minute pre-show video installation.
Throughout the creation and rehearsal process, loops of encounters
and thought exchange between artists, community, and organizations
are created, leading to a post-premiere collective gathering. 

After the  world premiere, each visit to a new city, includes a new set
of interviews and  an adaptation to the context of their community
through using local artists and musicians. 



MEET  THE  TEAM

MANUEL  ZWERGER ,  COMPOSER

The South Tyrolean composer studied composition at the conservatory in
Innsbruck and at the Royal Academy of Music in Aarhus. In his work he
strives for interdisciplinary cooperation and exploration of sound, scene,
movement and stage. His compositions have been performed in
Argentina, Russia, Turkey and Europe. Zwerger received composition
scholarship from the Richard-Wagner-Verband Wien (2015), Akademie
Musiktheater heute (2017-19), the city of Innsbruck (2018) and the
Bundeskanzleramt Austria (Start-Stipendium 2020).  Together with director
Carmen C. Kruse, he won the 2019 CROSS Award in Italy and was a finalist
of the Haydn Foundations OPER.A 20.21 Competition (2019). 

CARMEN  C .  KRUSE ,  STAGE  DIRECTOR  

Carmen C. Kruse is an award-winning opera stage director and new works
collaborator. As Co-Artistic Director of Vienna-based Civic Opera Creations,
she is actively invested in new opera. Her work is shaped by an in-depth,
psychological exploration of broad societal themes and their effects on
individuals, and fed by first-hand accounts and community input. Kruse
creates immersive, live experiences that change the relationship between
orchestra and dramatic action, and present archaic worlds that inspire and
empower. Productions and scholarships brought her to renowned places
such as Osterfestspiele Baden-Baden, Ensemble Modern, and Lincoln
Center’s Directors Lab in Europe, Australia, and North America. 

ULF  BRAUNER ,  COSTUME  DESIGNER

Born in Berlin, Ulf Brauner studied Fashion Design at the Universität der
Künste and Tama Art University in Tokio. In 2013, Brauner won the Umbria
Cashmere District Award in Perugia, Italy. 2015, the first price of the
European Fashion Awards followed, for his Collection auf und davon nach.
He designed his first costumes in 2017 in collaboration with  Josa Marx
for Medea (Director: Lucia Bihler) at Theater Lübeck. Costume designs for
Schauspiel Stuttgart and Schauspielhaus Zürich followed. In 2020, his work
can be seen in Trauer ist das Ding mit Federn and  Dekalog (Director:
Christopher Rüping) at Schauspielhaus Zürich.

PENDA DIOUF ,  LIBRETTIST

Penda Diouf is a theater author, librettist and co-founder of the label
Jeunes Textes en Liberté, together with Anthony Thibault. As an itinerant
theater festival, it promotes authors of contemporary theater and strives
to fill gaps in representation and narration. She is an associate artist at the
Centre dramatique national de Valence lead by Marc Lainé, and frequently  
gives writing workshops. Her play La Grande Ourse is published by Quartett
éditions, while her play Pistes..., published in January 2021, tours Germany
and France in a staging by Aristide Tarnagda as part of the Festival
d’Automne in 2020/21. Diouf served as the director of four libraries in
Saint-Denis, France, for ten years and is the president of the association
Scènes appartagées which promotes theater readings in a family context.
She currently writes the libretto for COURAGE, an opera premiered at the
Festival d'Aix-en-Provence in June 2021.  

manuelzwerger.com

cckruse.com

         Rita                Alfred                     Rat-Wife                    Eyolf        

VALENTIN  MATTKA, SET  DESIGNER

German native Valentin Mattka is a freelance scenographer for film and
opera. He studied  Set and Costume Design at Kunsthochschule Berlin
Weissensee with Prof. Peter Schubert. Mattka received a design
scholarship from Akademie Musiktheater heute (2016-18) and was a
finalist of the Haydn Foundations  OPER.A 20.21 Competition (2019).
Mattka recently created sets for Korngolds Die Tote Stadt (Director: Luise
Kautz) at Opernhaus Kiel, and the world premiere of Cheng-Syrse-Tangians
Die Nacht der Seeigel, together with designers R. Stange and T. Ullrich, at
Opera Stabile of the Hamburgische Staatsoper. In 2020, he designs the
sets for  La Juive (Director: Luise Kautz) at Opernhaus Kiel and Pierrot
Lunaire  with director Barrie Kosky at Komische Oper Berlin.

http://www.manuelzwerger.com/
http://www.cckruse.com/


FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
Carmen C. Kruse, Stage Director 

Liechtensteinstr. 109/12, Vienna, Austria
contact@cckruse.com | +43 (0) 660 3212 859

www.cckruse.com
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